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Prince William Sound Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council 
Budget Template FY-2015 

 
Project #: 65XX  
Project Title: Weather Buoy Demonstration 
Lead Staff: Alan Sorum 
Project Team Members: POVTS Committee and Nelli Vanderburg 
Cross Committee Interest: OSPR  
 
Purpose and Description of Program/Project: 
 
The POVTS Committee has long had an interest in the successful operation and maintenance of 
weather buoys installed in Prince William Sound. There have been multiple instances where 
weather buoys have failed and they have not been serviced in a timely manner. Committee 
members and PWS mariners have questioned the location of the West Orca Bay buoy and many 
believe the buoy should have been installed in a location closer to Naked Island. Staff has been 
exploring the transmission of weather over existing AIS (automatic identification system) 
transceivers. 
 
This project proposes that PWSRCAC work with the Prince William Sound Science Center to 
install a weather buoy at 60.667469N 147.186615W near Naked Island. Data will be collected 
from the buoy and compared to the West Orca Bay buoy. Maintenance requirements, service 
costs and reliability will be monitored for the term of the project. The buoy is capable of 
transmitting real time weather data to AIS equipped vessels. Staff will work with the SERVS 
and shipping fleet to demonstrate this technology. 
 
How does the program/project support PWSRCAC’s mission? What OPA90 or Alyeska 
Contract requirements does this project address?  
 
OPA90 Contractual Requirements  
 
(2) Provide advice to regulators on the federal and state levels. 
(7) Conduct scientific research and review scientific work undertaken by or on behalf of the 
terminal or oil tanker operators or government entities. 
(10) Study wind and water currents and other environmental factors in the vicinity of the 
terminal that may affect the ability to prevent, respond to, contain and clean up an oil spill. 
(13) Periodically review port organizations, operations, incidents, and the adequacy and 
maintenance of vessel traffic service systems designed to ensure safe transit of crude oil tankers 
pertinent to terminal operations. 
(15) Foster partnerships among industry, government and local citizens. 
 
Alyeska Contractual Requirements  
 
(4) Provide local and regional input into the design of appropriated mitigation measures for 
potential consequences likely to occur as a result of oil or environmental related accidents or 
impacts of terminal and tanker operations. 
(7) Review other important issues related to marine oil spill prevention and response concerns 
that were not obvious with the contract was signed. 
(8) Review other concerns agreed upon by the Council regarding actual or potential impacts of 
terminal or tanker operations. 
 
How will we know when the project is finished?  
 
Proposed project has a fixed three year term. The project period could be extended at the wish 
of the Board.  
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How will information and/or results from the program/project be used? 
 

1. Monitor buoy reliability and maintenance costs. 
2. Using resources of the Alaska Experimental Forecast Facility compare weather data 

taken by project buoy and NOAA West Orca Bay Buoy. 
3. Broadcast buoy weather data via AIS.  

 
List the program/project goals and objectives:  
 

1. Demonstrate use of weather buoy system in Prince William Sound that can be serviced 
by a conventional commercial fishing vessel. 

2. Compare weather data from the site identified by PWSRCAC near Naked Island and the 
currently installed West Orca Bay weather buoy. 

3. Demonstrate real time transmission of weather buoy data to AIS equipped vessels. 
 
Indicate if project is ongoing: 
 
This project has a proposed three year term. 
  
Budget: 
 
Buoy hull and power: $23,000.00 
NexSens CB1450 buoy (4’ diam, 5.5’ high tower) with 6 30W solar panels, wiring harness and 4 
55Ahr batteries, Aids to Navigation light (3 mile range) and radar reflector). 
 
http://www.nexsens.com/products/data-buoys/cb-1450 
 
Telemetry: $7,500.00 
Cellular modem and antenna: $1,500.00 
AIS AtoN: $6000  
Permits real-time broadcast of weather/wave observations to vessels with AIS-enabled chart 
plotters.  
 
Logger: $0 
Campbell Scientific CR1000 ($1500 – no charge, PWSSC has a spare available) 
 
Standard weather sensors: $4,750.00 

• Temperature/Relative humidity: $500 
• Barometric pressure: $750 
• Anemometer: $1500 
• Solar Radiation: $1000 
• Compass: $1000  

 
Inertial Wave Sensor: $10,000.00 
Ellipse-A Miniature AHRS based inertial sensor: 
 
http://www.sbg-systems.com/products/ellipse-a-miniature-ahrs 
  
Surface Currents: $20,000.00 
Aquadopp Z-cell Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler 
 
GPS: $1,000.00  
Interfaces with AIS, will indicate if buoy goes adrift, can be used to track it during recovery. 
 
Webcam: $5,000.00 
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Estimated cost for a multiple camera setup to provide a panoramic image. As well as providing 
observations of sea state, will likely discourage vandalism, which has been a problem with 
NDBC buoys. These are not an off-the-shelf item, and would require some engineering. A good 
point of departure would be the NDBC BuoyCAM  
(e.g. see: http://www.unols.org/sites/default/files/INM2014_Buoy1_Kohler.pdf) 
 
Rigging/Engineering labor: $15,000.00 
Estimated costs for system integration and data logger/telemetry programming. 
 
Rigging/Engineering parts: $5,000.00 
Fabrication and materials for mounting antennas, sensors, etc. Lines, shackles, mooring chain. 
 
Shipping: $7,500.00 
$5K for buoy hull (OH to AK), $2.5K for various other parts and instruments.  
 
Total: $98750 
 
Deployment and maintenance costs: 
 
Telemetry (cellular data): $600/year 
 
Annual service and operations: 
The buoy will likely require annual service visits to inspect and repair instruments, inspect the 
mooring system for damage/wear, replace zincs, etc. 

• Anchor and hardware: $2500 (2 train wheels, welding and fabrication, lines and 
shackles) 

• Charter: $4200 (2 days @ $2100/day) 
  
PWSSC Staff time: $10,000/year (maximum) 
Staff time to monitor data telemetry, instrument status, service/replace instruments as 
necessary, perform maintenance, rescue buoy if adrift, etc. 
 
 
Account # Account Title FY-2016 FY-2017 FY-2018 
50600 Utilities 300 600 600 
50700 Supplies  2,500 2,500 
51000 Equipment Purchases 76,250   
51400 Contract Labor 25,000 15,000 15,000 
59500 Contracts  4,200 4,200 
 Total 101,850 22,300 22,300 
 
 
 


